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Letter from our Director:
Hi!


We are SO EXCITED to be planning towards our second year! 


As the province works on plans for daycamps and the resumption of in-person primary 
education this Summer, we will be watching for the provincial health guidelines for reopening 
businesses of our type and size. 


Spark will integrate several strong precautions regarding cleaning and implementing policies 
that require anyone (including teachers) to stay home if ill. However, we understand that further 
modifications may be required to ensure our in-person classes are as safe as possible. We will 
implement the guidelines dutifully as we prepare to resume in-person classes. 


This is an opportunity for us to review our approach to operating and explore new ways of 
teaching and using our art to bless our community. We are so thankful for God's creativity in 
this! We will be remaining flexible and creative as we adjust throughout this next season. Thank 
you for your flexibility and support! 


We have several ideas of how we can adjust our activities. For example, this could include 
continuing online classes or alternating between some online and some in-person classes with 
even smaller in-person class sizes / private lessons. Maybe some in-person outdoor classes 
too! 


We will also be considering alternate options that can be offered to families who may not feel 
as comfortable with in-person activities once they are permitted. If this is you, we would love to 
hear from you. We want to do whatever we can to help Spark families be able to participate in 
a safe way that they are comfortable with.


Additionally, we are committed to making technological investments that will make these 
alternate approaches the best they can be. 


This “policy” document will continue to be updated as more specific information comes 
available.


We are praying for the health and safety of our Spark families in this time and we look forward 
to seeing you back at Spark (whether in-person or online) very soon!


 


Sincerely,


Remiah Towns

Founder

info@sparkarts.org
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